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Legal Writing Journal Mission

“The goal of the Legal Writing Institute is to encourage a broader understanding of legal writing and the teaching of it. To further that goal, the Institute publishes *Legal Writing: The Journal of the Legal Writing Institute*.”

“As a journal for legal writing professionals, we seek articles that contribute to the discipline of legal writing.”
Board Editors and Assistant Editors

- Your work
  - Board Editors: Substantive Editing
  - Assistant Editors: Technical Editing

- Thank you!
Publication Schedule

- Substantive edit: Right after the piece has been offered publication and the author accepts.
- Technical edit: After the Board Editors’ substantive edit.
- And finally, after the technical edit.
General Comment on Comments

- Sometimes our (all editors’) comments are merely suggestions; other times, our comments are required changes.
- Respect the author’s feelings.
Important Contact Information

Editor in Chief
- Kristin Gerdy, Teaching Professor and Director, Rex E. Lee Advocacy Program, J. Reuben Clark Law School, Brigham Young University
  - E-mail: gerdyk@lawgate.byu.edu

Managing Editor
- Terrill Pollman, Ralph Denton Professor of Law and Director of the Lawyering Process Program
  - E-mail: terrill.pollman@unlv.edu
Thank you!

- **Board Editors:** Please watch the Substantive Editing for Board Editors.
- **Assistant Editors:** Please watch the both webcasts—Substantive Editing for Board Editors and Technical Editing for Assistant Editors.